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As early as September, we knew just how the election
would go - and not from consulting opinion polls, either!
Of course, it was in co-operation with the Student Opinion
Poll that we had our national election; but we heard
nothing at all from other pollsters.
Of some 1460 students, 1129 voted for Ike and Dick,
and Republican straight down the line. Only 23 said they
were Independents. Of the 312 remaining, only a few
over 100 voted Democratic. More than 80 were absent
from school or unable to vote, and a few - as usual spoiled their ballots.
So when November 6 came, and the tallies showed a
landslide vote for President Eisenhower, no one here was
surprised. Our sample vote showed almost exactly the
same results, percentage-wise. So the saying became
common: "As goes Birmingham, so goes the nation".
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Mr. Richards supervised the BHS national election, and his
civics classes tallied the votes. He later instructed students in
use of the voting machines, not used in the election because
ballots furnished by the Opinion Poll had to be used. Receiving
instructions are Mickey Michaels, Kern Hogan, Fred Finkenauer,
Pete Brink.
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Press night is a busy time

for the Highlander staff

Every press night the Highlander staff munches on
cookies and apples and hurries to put the paper to bed
on time, with curious students and teachers looking on
from the hall during the first half hour or so. The onlookers see an IBMist frantically setting a front page
story, her fingers leaping the keys nimbly, then suddenly dropping in exasperation as she misspells a
name for the third time.

Photographers scurry from the darkroom with new
prints. That browned portion had nothing to do with
his photographic ability - the print was only left on
the electric drier too long and became slightly scorched
- and this despite the loud buzz of the timer.

At the copy table editors paste up the IBMed copy.
Everything drips with rubber cement; occasionally a
worker finds some in his hair. At a typewriter a reporter sits trying to concentrate on a cutline amid the
noise, a cacophony of clattering typewriters, loud
buzzing of darkroom timers, blaring jazz and static of
the radio, and the laughing, talking and pencil - tapping of staff members.

Finally the last lines are drawn, the last ad pasted
up, the last filler written and inserted, the last cookie
devoured, and the last bottle of coke drained: Another
issue of the Highlander is at last ready to go to press.
The staff wearily straggle out to the two or three lone
cars in the parking lot, their minds already leaping
ahead in anxious anticipation of the printed results of
their journalistic efforts.

"That story should have been proofread". The editors
criticize the most recent issue preparatory for staff meeting
so that the staff may profit by its own mistakes. Associate
editors Andy Hawley and Linda La Marre assist editor - in chief Ted Schaefer to do a thorough job.
Hard work, hurry and plenty of fun combine on Highlander press nights. Feature editors Chris Lewis and Vicky
Nunneley painstakingly trim and paste up IBMed copy while
ad manager Brian Deans and editors Ted Schaefer and Andy
Hawley take a breather from their own demanding tasks.
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All day every day the staccato of the IBM's is heard in
the Highlander's glass house - lust later on press nights.
Those nimble and tirelss fingers belong to operators Sue
Burkhart and Isabel Mac Donald, chief typesetters.

Staff photographers Warren Hardy and Larry Quinn get an
authentic Coney Island carnival effect as they examine a
print on the ferotype plate in the darkroom.
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The staff beats that deadline
Editor-in-chief
Associate editors
Feature editors
Sports editor
Business manager
Advertising managers

Ted Schaefer

Circulation manager

Bill Reilly

Linda LaMarre, Jeff Ott,
Andy Hawley

Production manager

Andy Hawley

Chris Lewis, Vicky Nunneley
Mike Conroy
Patsy Sullivan
Jean Spencer, Brian Deans

Barrels of rubber cement, reams of copy paper, miles
of one-use typewriter ribbon, literally hundreds of hours of
manpower go into putting out each six - page issue of the
Highlander. Weary, goo - covered fingers cut, paste, draw,
write and IBM in an all - out effort to beat that inexorable
deadline. It's another paper almost done for Brian Deans,
ad manager; Warren Hardy, photographer; Linda LaMarre,
associate editor; Jean Spencer, ad manager; Mike Conroy,
sports editor; Vicky Nunneley, feature editor; Ted Schaefer,
editor-in-chief; Jeff Ott, associate editor; Chris Lewis, feature
editor.

In earnest concentration, Highlander advertising managers Jean Spencer and Brian Deans go over the books to
see if collections are complete. Sold out for the year before
the first issue, they have no selling worries - just copy
and collecting.
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Heads are set, presses roll
IBM operators
Sue Burkhart, Isabel Macdonald,
Karen Koenig, Martha Baker, Mary Haldane
Photography
Art staff

Warren Hardy, Larry Quinn, Jeff Ott
•

Jeff Ott, Ron Thurston

As production manager and associate editor, Andy Hawley has little time to loaf. Sue Booker sneaks into the
darkroom to help after the Piper curfew. Though they
can whip 'em out fast, an average of 1080 letters must
be set on the Headliner for each issue. That's quite a few
feet of heads!
Next to the journalism rooms, the busiest place in the
building is the printshop. Thousands of pages of printed
matter are turned out by Mr. Duris and the printshop
boys. Printing the 1750 slipsheets they turn out for each
issue of the Highlander are Ronnie Menig, John Ley, Lee
Freel and Dick Stinson.
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Practical knowledge is aim

of all boys in shop courses

Here we are in the shop department where the

Boys in the shop are busy making all sorts of things
from magazine racks to birdhouses. Here the spirit is
one of hustling, bustling activity. Everyone is doing
a job he likes; and when he gets done, he will have
something to show for his work, something to be
proud of besides simply a mark.
Sophomores get a taste of everything in general
shop, from auto mechanics to mechanical drawing,
many finding an interest in printing. In mechanical
drawing the boys learn use of instruments, preliminaries of producing floor plans and simple machine
parts. Later in this popular course the boys draw the
most complex building plans and entire intricate
machines.

Maple spirit also prevails. First is the print shop. Here
the boys learn to set type, make plates, and operate
the three letterpresses and the new offset press. All
kinds of programs, school forms, ads and other jobs
are printed here. Advanced students are compositors,
foremen and press operators. A crew runs off the
Highlander slipsheets. Many class hours are spent in
learning type faces. The boys set and proof all of the
ads for the Highlander.
Most of the boys on the offset press are advanced
printers. They take great pride in their work. This year's alltime record breaking job was The Observer, 8-page American Education Week paper with a press run of 12,000 copies.
Plates were made from laidup negatives; printing, folding,
assembling, stapling, counting and distribution — with help
of journalism students — required 441 man hours of skilled
labor. The paper was circulated to every pupil and teacher
in the entire Birmingham school system.

Working at the case are Bob Mahrle and Dave Mc Fawn,
setting type for music forms for the band. The cases must be
thoroughly mastered and the many fonts of type studied before the boys get their first assignment from Mr. Duris. All
type for small jobs is handset.

In mechanical drawing someone always has a problem,
and there is always someone willing and able to help.
Henry Boeger and Bob Martin co-operate to solve a problem
they encountered.
Three minutes before the buzzer comes the signal to put
away work. Doing just that are Fred Pulve, Lynn Birchard,
Ken Maurer, Tom Hewitt, Bob Martin, Paul Zimmerman, Marc

Oberschulte,
W. G. Sloat

Joseph Duris
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